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Abstract 

“A Place to Be” 

Katherine Green 

 

This thesis explores the development of the digital game A Place to Be. The 

project itself is approached as an experiment in exploring two major concepts as 

applied to the artistic medium of a digital game: non-humanoid player 

characters and death.  A Place to Be is described as a game that tries to build an 

empathetic connection between players and their non-humanoid character, and 

capture a sense of the “sublime” qualities of life and death. The project converses 

with other, similar games along with media and game theorists, testing and 

challenging notions proposed by both professional game developers and 

thinkers. Where is a player when they play a digital game? How can you use 

games to offer new perspectives? Can games talk about death in complex ways? 

These are the types of questions asked and answered here in this thesis. Finally, 

the results of this experiment, both as successes, failures, and discoveries are 

studied throughout, in the hopes of contributing to the success of related future 

projects.  

 

 

Key words: game design, game theory, game development, perspective, non-

humanoid, characters, shapeshifting, survival simulation, death, cycles, visual 

design.  
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What and why: “A Place to Be”  

Introduction 

“How strange it is to be anything at all.” 

-Neutral Milk Hotel, In the Aeroplane over the Sea 

 

A Place to Be is a digital game that explores the cycles of life, death, and 

empathy through the simulation of alternative perspectives. It considers these 

topics as they can be applied to video games, and ways in the medium is 

uniquely suited (or not) for exploring them. The creation of the game itself offers 

a narrative of lessons learned, struggles valiantly fought, with failures and 

successes alike. A Place to Be as an experiment that does not chase the status of 

“fun” or “art.” It seems seeks to offer some sort of compelling emotional 

experience; perhaps more but no less.  

A Place to Be is intended for a gallery setting and it takes about 10-15 

minutes for players to experience the core loop. The game takes players through 

the life and death of three different non-humanoid 2D characters that live in a 

colorful 3D landscape with mountains, rivers, and deserts. The characters 

available are a flightless bird, a solitary wolf, and a flowering plant (see figures 1 

– 3). The ultimate goal of the game is to explore “place as self,” and provide 

players a loop that invites considerations of self, other, and mortality. 
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Figure 1: Grass character in-game. 

 

Figure 2: Prey character in-game

 

Figure 3: Predator character in-game.  
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Using framework designed by Robin Hunicke, Marc LeBlanc, and Robert 

Zubek, I will now outline the MDA (mechanics, dynamics, aesthetics) of A Place 

to Be. This framework was used throughout the development of A Place to Be to 

explore the effects of altered mechanics on the dynamic and aesthetic goals, as 

well as backwards when the aesthetic goals shifted to require new mechanics 

and thus new dynamics as well. 

MDA supports a formal, iterative approach to design and tuning. It allows us to 

reason explicitly about particular design goals, and to anticipate how changes 

will impact each aspect of the framework and the resulting 

designs/implementations.1 

The MDA at this not only stage serves as a reflection of what the game has 

become, but is an excellent starting point for describing the game from technical 

basics up to its emotional ideologies.  

 

MECHANICS:  

Using a mouse, players point and click on the screen featuring a 3D world 

and animated 2D character, with some 2D objects scattered about the landscape. 

The player character then uses a pathfinding algorithm to attempt to go to where 

the player clicked in the world (the player character will only move along the 

ground). Moving to different locations will change the camera's perspective, as 

well as change the audio. Time passes slowly on its own timer, but if players 

                                                        
1 Hunicke, et al. MDA: A Formal Approach to Game Design and Game Research. Northwestern 
University, McCormick School of Engineering, 2004.  
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move their character over the 2D objects, time will speed up after the object 

vanishes. Players can follow a path that leads to a cutscene, and after the 

cutscene control transitions to a new character. Narratively, this means that the 

player who finds the cutscenes will transition from a prey character (bird) a 

predator character (wolf) and a plant character (flower). The flower stage only 

responds to general mouse clicks and lacks the mobility of the other characters. 

Clicking and holding will cause the flower character to grow up out of the 

ground. The death of each respective character leads into the life of the next one, 

and gameplay can continue in an endless, repeated loop.   

 

DYNAMICS:  

The limited options for players (single mouse click input), clear apparent goals 

(collect the other 2D objects and follow a path) along with alternating camera 

views encourage players to explore the space in the hope that they will trigger 

something new. In many ways this acts as a kind of point-and-click adventure 

where players try to click everywhere in the hopes that they will be rewarded 

with a visual or audio response. This remains true of players who repeat the 

loop, hoping to find something they did not before in each stage. As nothing in 

the world is procedurally generated, players seasoned by many minutes of play 

often become most interested in trying to reach distant areas of the world 

through the pathfinding algorithms and ignore collectibles and paths; the 

gameplay loop is endless but content is not.   
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AESTHETICS:  

The primary aesthetics in “A Place to Be” are exploration, discovery, and fantasy. 

The main action in the game is exploration through mouse clicks that guide the 

character so more of the world can be known to them. Discovery occurs when 

the player does indeed discover something; namely, the cutscenes that “kills 

them” and moves the player into another character. Players now are free to 

discover that characters space through exploration. The game allows players to 

role play as non-humanoid characters in a “greater than life” natural world, 

which is quite a fantastical experience, even as it is grounded in the concept of 

death. 

Over the course of its roughly one year development, A Place to Be has 

undergone dramatic changes in nearly every facet. Built using the free Unity 

engine, I began work on this game by myself and intended to finish it alone.2 The 

first element designed was a roster of creatures and a rough sketch of a world, 

inspired by the idea that video games are great for exploring alternative, non-

human perspectives. Previously, I had worked on creating games that explored 

the concepts of non-humanoid characters and death, playing around with 

contrasting 2D and 3D visuals styles, but never before had I desired such scale as 

in A Place to Be.  

                                                        
2 The software used to create assets for “A Place to Be”: Unity, MonoDevelop, Autodesk Maya, 
Adobe Photoshop, Zbrush 
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I have always felt a need to diversify the types of protagonists that lead 

most adventure and role playing games, viewing games as a great opportunity to 

explore empathy through simulation and role play. I’m tired of playing games 

where creatures always act as tutorial-spewing sidekicks, obstacles to slay, 

resources to utilize, or monsters to capture/befriend. I desired a vast ecosystem 

where players could enter the bodies of any and all creatures that lived there, 

and experience the life and death of each. Ultimately, this vision was not fulfilled, 

but I still have something substantial to show for it: I learned so much about the 

concepts I was pursuing and what it really means to try and make a game. I 

formed a team of undergraduates to help prop up my programming skills, hired 

a musician to score original music for me, and constantly sought guidance from 

an experienced team of advisors. One person can certainly make a video game, 

and the time I spent working solo helped me conceptualize a unique vision, but 

digital game development is collaborative by nature. It is more akin to 

filmmaking or producing a play than writing, drawing, and other traditional art 

forms I was more used to going into the project.  

In many senses, A Place to Be is the first game I have ever created as a 

proper developer. This game experimented with many conceptual ideas from 

other disciplines and game studies that I wanted to test out, all while serving a 

two major unified aesthetic goals: to explore the perspective of others and 

contemplate death in the context of digital games as an artistic, expressive 

medium.  
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Shapeshifting and simulation 

On non-humanoid player characters in video games 

Games about Non-humanoid characters  

 
Imagine then how freely the “what” can be can be when the limitations of the 

human race do not apply. My most current other identity is something I could 

never achieve in the flesh. “What are you?” the gamers ask…”3 

 

Your player character in A Place to Be shifts forms in a set order, although 

players can begin as any character (see figure 4). The fact that these characters 

are non-human, non-humanoid, non-verbal characters is central to the project's 

overall goals. There has been research done into the player's connection with 

avatars that suggests a character's “choices and experiences” matter over 

“superficial” signifiers like appearance, or that players simply ignore their avatar 

altogether, seeing it as more of a “proxy” than a literal reflection of themselves- 

going so far as to quote one player as saying their character “could be a bunny 

rabbit for all I care” (Shaw, 97).  

To this I say, yes, why not bunny rabbits? Surely the experience will be no 

different at all, substituting bunny rabbits for any video game avatars across a 

vast array of stories and worlds? Of course having a bunny rabbit instead of 

Mario, Laura Croft or Master Chief would be different. Games are procedural, 

                                                        
3 Mortensen, Torill Elvira. “Me, the Other.” Second Person: Role Playing and Story in Games and 
Playable Media. Ed Pat Harrigan and Noah Wardrip-Fruin. Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT 
Press, 2010. 297 - 305. Print. 
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yes, but the conversation between a game’s rules (what a player can and cannot 

do) and its fictional elements (world, characters, story) is what defines a gaming 

experience. I enjoy Jesper Juul’s description when he says “to play a video game 

is therefore to interact with real rules while imagining a fictional world (Juul, 1). 

Therefore, let assume throughout this paper that  

1. Video games are a form of fiction, and can tell stories.  

2. The identity of a player’s character is important.  

 

Figure 4: Graphic illustrating the player characters and the basic relationships between them.  

 

Yet A Place to Be is hardly the first or last game to place non-humanoid, 

shape shifting characters in the center of their worlds. In researching games 

situated around A Place to Be, video games in all formats from all over history, 

from both “commercial” and “indie” developer origins, were retrieved and 

compared. Developers have experimented with many types of player characters 
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in an effort to explore the new possibilities that arise when different bodies are 

considered as vehicles for players to drive around virtual worlds.  

Initially, however, it is useful to define the term “non-humanoid” for the 

purpose of this paper. In this context, “non-humanoid” excludes all characters 

with anthropomorphic features that act otherwise as primarily “human” 

characters in the game world and narrative. Let it be clear that I am seeking 

characters that are of course anthropomorphic in some ways; 

anthropomorphism is not a problem here. Under this classification, both the 

non-human playable races of Skyrim (such as the feline Khajiit and reptilian 

Argonian) and the animal yet very human characters of A Night in the Woods are 

“humanoid” characters. The non-human qualities of these characters do flavor 

the narrative in certain ways can make small mechanical changes to the 

gameplay, but the animal qualities here are too cosmetic to be of interest to A 

Place to Be.  

I’m looking at games where the bodies and abilities of the protagonists 

drive most of a game's mechanics, where players can roleplay as creatures that 

probably can’t use language or tools like guns and swords, where a human form 

could not easily substitute the player character. Highly fantastical characters like 

Kirby, basically a walking pink smiley face who gains power by absorbing 

enemies, do qualify as “non-humanoid” under this definition. But without a 

certain groundedness in biological reality, such fantastic characters are 

interesting but not very relevant to our case. 
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After gathering a large enough sample, a major split began to emerge with 

games featuring non-humanoid protagonist (see figure 5). The first type is 

games that feature shapeshifting. In other words, swapping the player 

character on a regular basis is the core part of the main gameplay loop. Any 

game in which the protagonists body must change so dramatically that it has a 

large effect on gameplay or narrative is considered a shapeshifting game.  

The next type is survival simulation, in which mechanics geared 

towards keeping a creature alive and thriving in a hostile environment form the 

core gameplay loop. Many games focusing on non-humanoid characters, such as 

Spore, plainly overlap into both categories. Some games can be shapeshifting or 

survival games that feature human characters, like The Legend of Zelda: Majora’s 

Mask (shapeshifting) or Rust (survival). This paper is not very concerned with 

those examples.  

Yet still other games end up in limbo in regard to these categories. These 

include games like The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess, which features a 

human character that must shapeshift into a non-humanoid to progress. Okami 

is an adventure game featuring a wolf deity as the protagonist who does not 

shapeshift or struggle to survive, but the animal identity of the hero is relevant 

to the mechanics and narrative.  
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Figure 5: Charting the placement of non-humanoid characters in video games. 
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So where does “A Place to Be” end up on this graph? Ultimately, it is a 

shapeshifting game and not a survival game, even as attempts to place it on both 

sides of the scale can be made. However, when considered within both 

categories, it comes out as a poor example of both. This is both intentional and a 

result of limited time and resources. The next section will discuss the ways in 

which A Place to Be converses with existing shapeshifting and survival 

simulation games with non-humanoid protagonists, and the extent to which it 

succeeds.  

Character as tool, character as place 

Initially, early thoughts towards this game wondered how to make a 

shape shifting game where “alternate” forms did not act as mere tools for the 

protagonist to use in advancing the narrative, solving puzzles, or fighting 

enemies. The main inspiration for (and great illustration of) this idea was The 

Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess in which the protagonist, the mute young man 

named (by default) Link, transforms into a wolf, aided by a companion character 

named Midna, at various times in the game. 

Early in the game, Link is forcibly transformed for long sequences into the 

wolf, and cannot shift back until the player clears the area. Narratively, the dark 

force of “twilight” is what forces Link into this non-humanoid form (see figure 6). 

The twilight alters the “normal” environment, and has a distinctive appearance, 
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sound, and narrative significance.

 

Figure 6: Wolf Link and Midna in the Twilight realm in Twilight Princess HD on WiiU.  

 

The twilight and wolf are inexorably connected: the character is the place. 

The human cannot even exist in twilight; if he goes there he must become a wolf.  

In terms of a role playing experience, these early sequences “embody” players as 

a “sacred beast” much more effectively than when the location of the twilight is 

removed from the game. The twilight sequences have been criticized for having 

tedious collectable tasks, but praised for their striking atmosphere.  

If only Twilight Princess allowed you to spend more time exploring the 
Twilight Realm. The game limits you to just a few visits to the parallel 
version of Hyrule, during which you're usually performing repetitive 
fetch quests, like collecting Tears of Light.4 

 

                                                        
4 Griffin, McElroy. “The Legend of Zelda Twilight Princess HD Review.” Review of The Legend of 
Zelda Twilight Princess HD by Nintendo. Polygon.com, 01 Mar. 2016. Accessed 11 May 2017. 
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Qualitatively, the wolf starts out as separate but equal to the human Link. 

But not for long. The number of tools and weapons the human gradually 

acquires far outpace anything the wolf can do; not to mention the wolf cannot 

interact with most essential non-player characters because humanoid 

characters, by the narratives logic, do not speak with wolves. Midna’s prominent 

presence, literally riding the wolf, almost suggests that the developers felt 

insecure about letting players play as an animal. Midna explains controls to the 

players and aids the wolf, making tasks like jumping far distances and opening 

doors possible.  

We can see that the wolf has little agency when compared to its human 

counterpart. And while unlocking the ability to turn into a wolf and back again at 

will, like a true shapeshifter, allows for many fun puzzles and fights, it does 

something that I disliked: it turns the wolf form into yet another tool for the 

player. The wolf, once separated from the human by the location of twilight, 

loses its place and becomes a thing. Its basic function matches that of other 

puzzles solving tools like the bow and arrow or bombs. The wolf is less a place 

for players to be and more of a tool for players to use once the twilight is 

banished.  

This got me to considering character as both a place for players to be and 

literal space for digital characters. Why was wolf Link, one of Twilight Princesses 

biggest hooks, handled so carefully when it could, or even should, have been 

approached boldly? Working against this problem in Twilight Princess resulted 
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in many final design decisions for the A Place to Be. Players cannot shape shift at 

will, and each character has a specific geographic region and emotional space 

they inhabit. The ability to consider the same space as many creatures was 

scrapped because, without the time necessary to carefully craft the space for 

many different entities, it de-emphasized the life of each character as separate. 

Perspective began to be considered as part of place and time, not disconnected 

from them. I began to pursue identity with “technique to create placeness” 

(Nistche, 193).  

The prey lives at dawn and dies at night, the predator lives at night and 

dies at dawn, the plant both lives and dies in the sunlight. Difference in 

perspective was initially considered in terms of sense senses and body, but time 

spent with games like Twilight Princess made A Place to Be come around to the 

idea that time and place are an extension of a character’s experience.  

Tearing down the “Tree of Life” 

Another primary response I wanted to offer non-humanoid games with A 

Place to Be is that while many shapeshifting and survival games highlight the 

high number of (in some cases almost infinite, as in Spore) forms one can take, 

the experience for each is far too similar mechanically, relying on scaffolding of 

unlockable power (in the form of new characters) to make players feel a sense of 

progress.  
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Everything is a prime example of this: the game’s biggest sell is that 

players can become anything in the world, but the affordances and animations of 

all the “things” are simplistic and similar. The individual, qualitative experience 

of the things is not a concern for Everything, as the game seeks a cosmic 

perspective of unity and so flattens the lives of its things to accomplish this. 

Technical and labor concerns are also important to account for in this case; I pity 

the animators tasked to grant “everything” with unique hand authored 

animations. But the result is still a simplification of the player’s perspectives. 

While it is a survival game, Tokyo Jungle is another obvious culprit of 

placing quantity over quality of character experience. In this game, you can play 

as a large roster of wild creatures that try to survive in the abandoned streets of 

post-apocalyptic Tokyo. Playing as a baby chick or a tiger is roughly the same 

experience, save for the different character models and higher numbers backing 

up the tiger’s exploration and combat abilities. Mobile games created by Gluten 

Free games have a similar problem. These 99 cent games promise that players 

can “become” a new creature in each game (“Become a wild horse!”) but each 

title presents players with the same poorly crafted survival simulation for each 

animal, in spite of the fact that wolves, horses, and dragons are vastly different 

creatures (see figure 7 -8).  
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This strategy for selling games with non-humanoid protagonists is rather 

tragic if you consider games as a medium that can teach emotional empathy and 

make players sensitive to the concerns of other life forms. The life of baby chick 

and grown tiger trying to survive in a rotting city should be vastly different 

experiences if you want players to consider more than just which creature is 

more powerful. The game even places creatures within an unlockable hierarchy, 

placing “cool” megafauna such as dinosaurs and lions behind a wall of time and 

mastery (see figure 8). 

 

Figure 7 - 8: Gluten Free Game’s Ultimate Wolf Simulator and Ultimate Horse Simulator on 
IPhone and Android. Screenshots that advertise the games, set side by side, hint that the changes 
to the simulation for each are merely cosmetic.  
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Figure 9: Spending points to unlock new and more powerful animals in Tokyo Jungle on 
Playstation 3. 

 

Prioritizing creatures by which one is “best” is a dangerous 

anthropocentric activity that we do all the time without noticing it, and not just 

in video games. This is often most obvious in science, but is everywhere in the 

arts and culture as well. These assumptions about “man and animal” are 

common here in the United States, where this game is being made and displayed.  

Rational thought and tool use are two examples of capacities deemed “unique” to 

humankind, used to justify the idea that humans are the “best” form of life on the 

planet. That humans are the only animals to possess these abilities has since 

been debunked, but it seems the quest to prove the “specialness” of humanity 

continues to fester in fiction and science alike.  

An image I will use to illustrate my point is Ernst Haeckel’s take on the 

“Tree of Life,” “in is his highly stylized Pedigree of Man,” originally published in 
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German in 1874, “which places Man at the top of an old tree, above his 

evolutionary forebears” (see figure 10) (Waters). I am not approaching Haeckel’s 

illustration as the only interpretation of the “tree of life” concept, nor am I 

pretending that it represents the views of all or most natural scientists at the 

time: 

Although Haeckel’s trees broke new ground, many historians believe that he fell 
prey to the contemporary notion that evolution progresses towards a more 
perfect form, and that he never truly accepted the implications of Darwin’s 
theory of natural selection, which does not hold that humans are the pinnacle of 
evolutionary perfection.5 

 
Figure 10: Haeckel’s tree of Life, titled “Pedigree of man.”  

                                                        
5 Waters, Hannah. “Ernst Haeckel’s Pedigree of Man, 1874.” TheScientist, 07 Aug. 2011, the-
scientist.com/?articles.view/articleNo/30957/title/Ernst-Haeckel-s-Pedigree-of-Man--1874. 
Accessed 12 Mar 2017. 
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I am using Haakel’s tree as an illustration of the attitudes about life and 

humanity’s place in this universe that have affected human thought throughout 

history. This tree that claims to categorize ALL life uses an arbitrary marker. 

While this makes some sense as a focal point for understanding evolution, it 

implies that the more human something is, the higher up it is, suggesting that 

worth either trickles down or creeps up towards “human.” Frans De Waal’s takes 

on this human centric world view of worth (in this case, intelligence) through 

the lens of evolutionary psychology:  

 

“There are lots of wonderful cognitive adaptations out there that we don’t have 

or need. This is why ranking cognition on a single dimension is a pointless 

exercise. Cognitive evolution is marked by many peaks of specialization. The 

ecology of each species is key.”6  

 

This is the thinking I am trying to support with A Place to Be.  

The Posthuman above the Tree  

 
Another academic tool with which I tuned A Place to Be was the 

transhuman and posthuman thinking that is so prevalent here in the University 

of Santa Cruz, California. My approach to this idea relates directly to my 

arguments with Haeckel’s Tree of Life. Transhumanism is a movement founded 

                                                        
6 De Waal, Frans. “Are we Smart Enough to Know How Smart Animals Are?” New York: W.W. 
Norton & Company, 2016. Print. 
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in the study of evolution, biology, feminist studies, and it takes a futurist stance 

when approaching new technologies.7 Posthumanism is very similar, “a 

philosophy which provides a suitable way of departure to think in relational and 

multi-layered ways, expanding the focus to the non-human realm in postdualistic, 

post-hierarchical modes, thus allowing one to envision post-human futures which will 

radically stretch the boundaries of human imagination” (Ferrando, 30). For the 

purposes of this section, transhumanism and posthumanism are almost the same 

thing, although I acknowledge there are differences. What I enjoy about these 

perspectives is that they embrace the obscuring of human identity, particularly 

in the writings of Donna Haraway, and that they have a basis in biological 

science. Transhuman and posthuman thinkers delight in mixing boundaries 

between human and machine, male and female, human and animal; they 

embrace the war on “the binary” in full. For both types of thinkers, the idea that 

“human beings may eventually transform themselves so radically as to become 

posthuman, a condition expected to follow the current transhuman era” is very 

prevalent (Ferrando, 27). This idea of the “cyborg,” a creature enjoying a 

“posthuman” condition in the near future, is threaded into most transhuman and 

posthuman thought. 

 Video games, with their natural ability to obscure the boundaries of 

identity, time, and place, seem to me a medium well suited to exploring the idea 

                                                        
7 Transhumanism and posthumansim have rich histories and relationships with other 
philosophies and areas of study. Biology, evolution, Marxism, feminism, futurism and even 
eugenics have ties to these philosophies. They came about in roughly the 1920’s, and have 
evolved over time to the present day.  
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of something that is human, machine, and animal all at the same time. I feel that 

video games position as a “boys club” that excludes “non-typical” (not straight, 

white, or male) gamers, a medium that delights in violent power fantasies, has 

mostly kept video games out of the academic transhumanist/posthumanist 

conversation. “Virtual reality” is a much more palatable concept in this context. 

Understandable, but a result of cultural and societal implications, not the form of 

the medium itself. This hasn’t stopped many video games, drawing from science 

fiction stories that contain transhuman/posthuman ideals, from adopting these 

philosophies for themselves. However, these are usually situated in a dystopian 

context and act as cautionary tales about taking technological advancements too 

far; examples include the BioShock and Deus Ex series. While suspicion of new 

technology and the ways in which it lets us blend binaries can make for some 

very dramatic scenes of destruction and body horror, this is not the relationship 

my games have with transhuman/posthuman thought.  

A Place to Be considers life as both whole and individual, a video game 

that reflects the thought that “to be one is always to become with many” 

(Harroway, 4). After all, players must place themselves within another creature 

in order to play the game, making them, in a transhuman sense, a hybrid of 

human, machine, and animal. Donna Haraway asks the types of questions I am 

trying to explore through video games: 
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“And who counts as ‘us’ in my own rhetoric? What identities are available 

to ground such a potent political myth called ‘us,’ and what could 

motivate enlistment in this collectivity?”8 

However, as I continued to work on A Place to Be, the major tenant of the 

transhuman/posthuman “cyborg” did not mesh with my own ideals. Harraway 

proclaims that “the cyborg would not recognize the Garden Of Eden; it is not 

made of mud and cannot return to dust” (293). This “posthuman” figure in 

transhuman/posthuman thinking is something beyond human; it is more than 

‘us,’ it is an idealized creature that moves beyond our restrictive categories of 

being through the technological advancements of humanity. 

Frankly, I find this ideal to be misleading. A “cyborg,” as a machine, IS 

made from the dust of the earth: circuit boards and copper wires aren’t made of 

some unearthly material, they are made from minerals found deep in the dirt. 

For what reason would a cyborg not “remember the cosmos?” (Harraway, 293) 

Such thinking seems to place the cyborg in the space above Haeckel’s tree, 

continuing to assume that “up” is the best way to go. Even as transhuman and 

posthuman thinking also asserts that the “overcoming of human primacy… is not 

to be replaced with other types of primacies,” much of the talk of cyborgs and 

posthumans suggests the very opposite (Ferrando, 29). This is particularly true 

in popular media inspired by such movements, including the cyberpunk genre 

                                                        
8 Haraway, Donna. “Cyborg Manifesto.” The Cybercultures Reader, David Bell and Barbara M 
Kennedy, New York, New York: Routledge, 2000. 291 – 324.   
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and much of 20th century science fiction. The seminal sci-fi film 2001: A Space 

Odyssey explores this idea through the metaphor of the “monolith,” an object that 

accelerates evolution and turns apes into humans, and finally humans into 

something “beyond” the flesh. This is anthropocentrism at its finest- “we,” as 

humans, might be of the “dust of the earth,” no “more” than mortal animals, but 

someday, surely, we will become something better if we keep working at it. 

Maybe even the very best existence in the universe! Even if many proponents of 

transhumanism and posthumanism thought ultimately reject this “new 

primacy,” it is very easy to misread these ideas as the support of a glorious new 

post-human race, and feel the burn of an anthropocentric futurist fervor.  

 I want to stop thinking this way, and inspire a true 

transhuman/poshuman sense that there is no, and never will be, a supreme class 

of being in this vast universe. The intrinsic value of a cyborg life, a human life, or 

the life of a bird- they are all the same from a purely objective perspective. I’m 

not promoting technophobia instead; just because humans aren’t the most 

important form of life doesn’t mean they should stop trying to improve their 

quality of life, and the planets health. But it does mean people need to stop 

imagining a future where humanity’s destiny is to become the very best.  

For this project, I tried a thought experiment where I considered (from 

my own human perspective, of course) what the religions of various animals 

would look like. Inevitably, it seems each creature ended up worshiping its own 

image and/or the power of nature, as humans tend to- for squirrels an altar to 
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tree nuts, to their excellent spatial memories that lets them survive on tree nuts 

in winter, to the mighty squirrel that made all squirrels in its own image. You, 

the individual, are always the center of your own world. This is not to suggest 

Solipsism9, as a matter of fact it is a patent rejection of it: because all creatures 

are the center of their own lives, it is the duty of other creatures to try and 

respect this if they want to live, together, in an empathetic world. This is why the 

transhuman/posthuman obscuring of binary conditions like gender, race, or 

species is useful for this project. As no one individual can be the center of reality, 

we must shape a reality that respects as many “centers” as it can, remind 

ourselves of the limits of our own perspective, and not forget to do research 

before we judge the lives of others using our own centers as the primary 

reference point. Donna Haraway, once again, highlights how we use the idea of 

the “other” to justify the throttling of empathy: 

 

The discursive tie between the colonized, the enslaved, the noncitizen, 

and the animal—all reduced to type, all Others to rational man, and all 

essential to his bright constitution—is at the heart of racism and 

flourishes, lethally, in the en - trails of humanism.10 

 

                                                        
9 Solipsism is the belief that the only thing that really exists is your own mind, and that nothing 
else, including other minds, exists outside of your own perception.  
10 Haraway, Donna. “When Species Meet (Posthumanities).” Minneapolis, Minnesota: The 
University of Minnesota Press, 2007. Print. 
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Why reject the “other” when understanding others is one of the best ways to 

expand and understand our own centers? Further still, why try to “other” 

ourselves in relation to a greater-than-life, immortal, all-seeing posthuman? I 

want to use video games as a way to “be” the “other” and suggest a certain way 

of thinking about the world and our place in it. Humans should start seeing 

themselves as animals, but respect that animals are not human, and let dreams 

of a superior cyborg race wither with the Tree of Life.  

Ultimately, because of “our limited ability to enter the inner lives of 

others, whether they are foreign humans or different organisms,” knowing what 

it’s like to be another creature, and not a human pretending to be another 

creature, “is indeed beyond our comprehension” (Waal, 9). I can reject the notion 

that a squirrel has the capacity for spirituality, or I can imagine what a squirrel’s 

spiritual life might be like, but I can never know the truth of what it’s like to be 

inside the body and mind of a squirrel. Yet I know the squirrel exists, and that it 

has an inner emotional reality as I do. Pressing up against this wall of physical, 

cognitive, and emotional limitations is part of why A Place to Be failed as a 

perspective simulator alone, but it is still the core of the project. The spaces 

where science, language, and imaginations fail are the very places I want to be. 

At the very least, perhaps my work can suggest that appreciating, if not knowing, 

the worlds of others is worthwhile. 

I want to stress that lived experiences are different, and that a final 

judgement of “better or worse,” if it happens, should come from the player and 
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not the creator of an experience. I am not attempting to equate meaning with 

perspective, nor am I trying to make any highly specific ethical points about 

animal rights or human morality. A Place to Be seeks to be a road to thought and 

conversation; a carrier but not a teacher of transhuman and posthuman 

ideologies of shattering the boundaries that separate us from “others.”  As Waal 

so elegantly puts it: 

 

True empathy is not self-focused but other-oriented. Instead of making 

humanity the measure of all things, we need to evaluate other species by what 

they are.6 

Power in Being  

All this talk of posthumans and the power politics between humans and 

animals begs further investigation into these relationships, specifically, within 

video games. Many video games play into power fantasies of being “beyond 

human.” The Deus Ex series, Halo series, God of War series, and even The Legend 

of Zelda are only a few examples of popular game series that play into the desire 

to be more than what we are. Some are more literal than others (in Deus Ex you 

play as an actual posthuman whose body has been augmented with 

nanotechnology) but the posthuman qualities of most roleplaying characters are 

apparent even in a fantasy rather than sci-fi settings. The player characters in 

these titles are stronger, sexier, and more wonderful than you’ll ever be… 
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posthumans with powers beyond our reality! I reject these posthumans for 

playable characters that are different than what you can be, but not necessarily 

more. 

Normally in single player role playing games, a single character hoards 

the power for themselves. This is extra true of role playing games. The developer 

slowly gives the player power, starting by teaching them the rules of their world, 

and then giving players the power to bend these rules. This feels really good 

because it gives the player tons of control; it is the reverse of a nightmare where 

you can’t control anything, yet unlike real life where you can only control some 

things. A good example is how The Legend of Zelda games dole out abilities in 

dungeons. A huge rock might block your way, but once you fight a monster to 

unlock the bomb item, you can alter the landscape by blowing up the rock… and 

stroll right through the blocked path. You’ve bent the rules the developer put in 

place; big rocks used to be impassable, but no longer. Because of the looped 

nature of games, even death cannot stop you. If you play along with the 

developers rules, eventually you will become a mighty force in the game’s 

landscape. The big scary bosses you must kill to progress are just more fuel on 

the fires of power fantasy; their strength becomes yours.  

The bird, wolf, and plant, stars of A Place to Be, all have power over death 

and yet must bow to it. They have one way to dominate others (consuming 

others as food), but in another way others dominate them (they are killed as 

food). Energy, and with it, power, cycles through the characters. Briefly, you have 
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power over plants as a bird, but it is taken away when the bird is eaten by the 

wolf. Now, as a wolf, you have power over birds. But when the wolf dies and 

becomes food for grass, that grass is consumed by the bird, and we have come 

full circle. The player in this scenario does not accumulate power. They can 

never assert dominance over all three characters. No one figure on the landscape 

holds more power than the others in this rock-paper-scissors setup; as a “circle 

of life” game should be. By distributing power through three characters that rely 

on each other, the typical power play one expects from games is diluted. Here 

you play as part of the world’s ecosystem- you are a character who kills and is 

killed. You are more of an observer than a hero, and your story culminates in 

being killed, not killing. 

And in A Place to Be, death is part of the whole core gameplay loop- it is 

not a failure loop that you need to escape to continue. I did not give my players 

explicit power over death- they implicitly accept death if they continue playing 

the loop after their character “dies.” And the lack of timed or twitch challenges 

means that players cannot really be “better” at this game than any other player 

capable of using a mouse. Even the competitiveness of evolution, so prevalent in 

so many non-humanoid games, is eliminated from A Place to Be. Death allows 

you to become a new creature, not a creature that is an improvement from the 

old one. You do not evolve, you simply shift. The landscape is also free of typical 

video game signifiers about what kind of world this is, and this contributes to the 

lack of a hierarchy in the space, as well as limiting the opportunities for power 
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fantasy. No big rocks stand in your way to be eliminated later. The only goal is to 

explore more of the world, and even that is constrained by the limited camera 

views. The result is a space that slowly pushes the struggle of problem solving 

and becoming stronger out of player’s minds, carving out more room for 

consideration of where they are, and what they might find. As a developer, I 

began to use control as a mechanic to release players from the anxiety of needing 

to dominate the rule-space, and challenge assumptions about choice in games. I 

then used this to have conversations about identity and death, ultimately leading 

to A Place to Be.  

The Challenges of Becoming  

So clearly A Place to Be should place the emotional, qualitative life of a 

“thing” over the possible number of them or which creature is more desirable for 

survival. To make this work, utilizing different mechanics for each creature 

seems obviously essential to avoid the chick/tiger problem.  Yet complex 

mechanics, controls, and menus required to make intricate rule systems work 

runs contrary to the game’s goal of simplicity and contemplation. Not to mention 

the limited time and abilities of me and my team when confronting many 

mechanics at once.  

How can you convey simplicity and complexity at the same time? The 

result... is that you don’t. The most successful implication of this design privilege 

of “quality over quantity” is the grass scene. It only uses mouse clicks, as the rest 
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of the game, but it utilizes clicks in a different manner. It does not involve any 

exploration, only discovery and fantasy. Compared to the animal scenes, it is 

simple; boring, even. The mechanical quality of the grass character’s life is 

fundamentally varied in comparison to the others, and it reflects the idea that 

the plant stage is about reflection, acceptance, and stillness.  

However, the prey and predator do almost the same thing, with some 

small variants: The predator’s targets are mobile, forcing players to click around 

at the right times to collect them. But the small size of the predator’s stage makes 

this so easy as to almost be negligible. No stealth or twitch mechanics are 

required at all due to the simplicity of the actors within the system. This failure 

to add mechanical difference between the prey and predator works against my 

goal of presenting a game that isn’t about being “Everything.”  

Finally, in specific reply to survival simulation games as an extension of 

the argument against Haeckel’s Tree of Life, I have sought to focus on the 

emotional tenor of experiences over simulation. I don’t think anyone will agree 

that A Place to Be offers accurate simulations of what it’s like to be a bird, a wolf, 

or a plant… or what it’s like to die. This is part of why the appearance of the 

creatures themselves try to abstract the idea of their real world counterparts, 

almost like less commercial Pokemon. If players approach my game as a survival 

simulator, it will seem like a bad joke.  

Instead of aiming for the distant goal of realism, I started out using a 

scientific basis for a fantastical game (as in Spore and E.V.O.) by trying to use 
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animal senses as the basis for the experience. However, A Place to Be is not a 

survival simulator because players cannot die until they MUST die. The 

continued existence of a creature is not predicated on a player's ability to keep a 

series of related numbers high enough long enough for that creature to 

reproduce or evolve to the next stage. A Place to Be is not about turning survival 

into a game, it is about learning to appreciate the emotional experience that 

results from the act of surviving.   

The Five senses as mechanics   

It is important to note that videogames are primarily an audio/visual 

experience, as work on this project plainly exposed. Research into the sensory 

abilities of various creatures was undertaken and applied to the games designs, 

as this chart reveals (see figure 11). The idea was to convert the sensory abilities 

of the creatures into mechanics and use them to distinguish the unique realities 

of each creature, on top of each creature’s form of locomotion. This was 

grounded in the scientific concept of the “umwelt.”11  

The sight and hearing of each creature was easy to translate into a game-

friendly digital form. Birds, for example, can see across the human visible 

spectrum into the ultraviolet range, therefore as a bird the player could see 

patches of color not seen as any other creatures, and those patches could identify 

objects special to the bird character. Birds also have specialized pattern 
                                                        
11 The “umwelt” is a concept created by Jakob von Uexküll and Thomas A. Sebeok in the 1920s. It 
posits that all creatures exist in a “self-centered world” as governed by that creature’s biological 
capacities.  
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recognition for sounds, so simple birdsong to another creature should be a rich, 

layered message to another bird.  

However, the trouble begins when the other three senses struggle to be 

represented in an audio/visual medium: touch, taste, and smell. Touch can 

certainly be conveyed by games and is always part of the experience, as with 

rumbling controllers or touch screens. But for a personal computer-based game 

with a tight budget and heavy time constraints, coming up with unique 

simulations of touch-base interactions was difficult.  

 

Figure 11: A chart designed to orient and rank the sensory abilities of creatures I had designed.  

 

Taste and smell exist, alas, completely outside of the digital at this time. 

The best that has been done to represent these senses is audio and visual 

metaphors, such as the visual “scent trail” the wolf can “see” in Twilight Princess. 
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Unless I had sought a multimedia sensory experience, curated with edible, 

smellable, and touchable materials, trying to use sensory affordances as the base 

for a game’s mechanics fell short of the ideological and technological goals of the 

game. Even just limiting the senses to “the five” is anthropocentric and could be 

considered a problem. Digital games are simply not the best medium for 

simulating the entirety of a creature's embodied experience in such a literal way. 

Thus, the experience of each creature was shifted to focus on the emotional 

tenor of a moment in time and place, shifting away from ideas about perspective 

and into ruminations on death and cycles.  

Where am I when I play a digital game?  

On “A Place to Be” and it’s exploration of perception  

 

Where am I?  

A Place to Be is named so for one of the primary conceptual explorations 

behind the games creation: That the uncertainty of a player’s “location” within a 

digital game is tantamount to understanding how players experience games, 

especially in relation to the idea of embodiment extended into video games. 

Gamers “know very well” who they are when they roleplay in a video game, but 

they “are also something other,” and this is the phenomenon I will be tackling in 

the next few sections (Mortensen, 305).  
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During the development of A Place to Be, the question of “where” a player 

is was constantly asked. And when I say this, I am talking about WHO the player 

thinks they are as well- the body that they have placed themselves in using the 

controllers and the screen. The confusion between “who” and “where” when 

talking about video games forms part of A Place to Be’s core argument that 

empathetic thought experiments in perspective (“walk a mile in my shoes”) are 

flawed but necessary, and that video games provide a medium extremely well 

suited to exploring an individual's “place” in both a body and the world. 

One response to the query of “where are players?” is that they are 

probably sitting in a room, hands wrapped around a controller or mouse, eyes 

focused on the flickering of a screen… or perhaps clutching a mobile phone, 

tapping and swiping. This is where the player “is.”  

Many motion controlled games, made very popular after the success of 

Nintendo’s Wii but with a long history in games like Dance Dance Revolution and 

rhythm games with peripherals such as Guitar Hero, place the player in more 

active positions and activate player’s bodies as a requirement of the human-to-

machine interaction. Either way, it is fair to say that the truest location of a 

player is still the real world. Schnell’s diagram (see figure 12) places controllers, 

screens and GUI between the physical player and the digital world beyond the 

screen.  

But I would like to consider not just where the player is literally located 

or the literal identity of the player as a part of the digital world: I want to also 
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consider where the player feels they are. This matters more than any practical or 

philosophical consideration of the question “where is the player?”  

Isbister offers a diagram that is more focused than Schnell’s for 

answering this question. Isbister identifies four levels of projection as players 

“move through the game world taking actions as this (player character) person, 

adopting his or her concerns and struggling towards his or her goals: “visceral, 

cognitive, social, and fantasy (Isbister, 11) (see figure 13). While I would 

certainly disagree with the assumptions in the word “person,” the idea that role 

playing in video games is multi-layered through body and mind is important.  

In a classic tabletop roleplaying experience such as Dungeons and 

Dragons, the Dungeon master, character sheet and dungeon maps serve to locate 

the player in an imagined character and locations... but this completely lacks the 

real-time visual and auditory landscape afforded by a screen. The primary 

location of an analog roleplayer is in their head, and their imagination has to 

work out the details. This is different for digital roleplaying.  
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Figure 12: Schnell’s diagram illustrating the objective relationship between player and game 

world. 

                     

Figure 13: Isbister’s diagram illustrating the subjective relationship between player and game 

world. 
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Camera and character 

As Susana Ruiz pointed out to me in conversation, the “true” identity of a 

player in a digital world is that of a camera. This not only implies that video 

games are inherently cinematic, but it places the usual assumptions about 

players and player characters (stemming from analog role playing games) into 

jeopardy. Yet Nitsche, in Video Game Spaces, suggests quite plainly that “virtual 

environments do not have a “natural” point of view” (Nitsche, 77). This is 

certainly true of video games as a whole, but for role playing games, I argue it is 

not: the “natural” point of view for a role playing game like A Place to Be is the 

character the player rolepays as. And this leads us straight to a first person 

perspective. Nitsche elaborates the cinematic effect of having a camera be the 

player’s window into another world:  

 

“The functionality of interactive digital media positions the player as a 

creative performing element inside the spatially located discourse. But this 

transformation is still defined by the plane that allows it. The presentation 

through cinematic means allows the user to step into the spatial world of the 

action itself through the filtering eyes of the virtual camera. In doing so, 

interactors adapt to the dramatic positioning and step into a dramatic role in 

relation to the game space.” 12 

 

                                                        
12 Nitsche, Michael. “Video Game Spaces.” Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 2008. Print. 
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First person games attempt to suggest that the player is inhabiting the 

body of and seeing out of the eyes of a character. While, as Nitsche explains, the 

context of the media and imagination allow players to step into a role without 

considering their “true” identity, a first person camera does more to simulate the 

experience of a camera on a rolling tripod than what’s actually like to peer out 

from one’s physical body as you move through a space.  

This is supported by the fact that many first person games don’t even 

bother to attach a model to the player’s floating camera. This ranges from seeing 

nothing but a hovering weapon in Medal of Honor: Frontline to hearty attempts 

to further immerse a player in a role: The Metroid Prime series encases the 

player’s camera in the protagonist's futuristic body armor, making the HUD a 

literal part of the sci-fi world (see figure 14). Players always have varying levels 

of “imagined embodiment” while playing first person games. Many older players 

are never able to reconcile the disorientation and motion sickness that comes 

with first person games, while those who grew up playing them find it to be a 

natural experience. The third person game tends to inflict less disorientation on 

players, and this is because the player is grounded in a single focal point: their 

player character.  

In a classic example from Mario 64, the game (one of the first fully 3D 

games of its kind) teaches players about the camera in the opening cut scene. 

Another character, Lakitu, holds a camera on a string and floats on a cloud 

behind Mario, the protagonist. The cutscene’s camera (which is currently the 
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player’s perspective) zooms into Lakitu’s camera (pointing at Mario) as the game 

begins (see figure 15). Mario 64 is unusually extensive in the vocabulary it gives 

its camera. Tilting the camera causes audio and visual feedback, letting the 

player know how the camera is reacting. Yet, if a player is asked who they “are” 

while playing Mario 64, most will reply “I’m Mario.”  

 

 

Figures 14 & 15: Metroid Prime Corruption HD on Wii (left) a first person game, and Super Mario 
64 on Nintendo 64 (right) a third person game. 

 

It’s not that player’s don’t understand that they live in Lakitu’s camera 

(indeed, the developers thought it wise to explicitly teach players this at a time 

when 3D was new) as much as Mario himself, but that the character they inhabit 

in their imagination is Mario, the protagonist who takes action within the 

narrative, the player’s “avatar” that lets them explore the 3D mushroom 

kingdom. Mario is both an extension of the player and, in a pseudo social sense, a 

friend they go on adventures with. A player of a video game experiences a split 

identity that is layered in a way that other media, like novels, films, and 

performances, are not. This is not a global qualitative judgment, simply an 
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acknowledgement that video games, as an artistic medium, offer specific 

affordances that are stronger than in other media. Katherine Isbister speaks 

about the ability of games to elicit the emotion of “guilt” from players because of 

their interactive role play, something other media cannot accomplish.  

 

“This capacity to evoke actual feelings of guilt from a fictional experience 

is unique to games. A reader or filmgoer may feel many emotions when 

presented with horrific fictional acts on the page or screen, but responsibility 

and guilt are not among them. At most, they may feel a sense of uneasy collusion. 

Conversely, a filmmaker might feel joyful when the protagonist wins, but is not 

likely to feel a sense of personal responsibility and pride. Because they depend 

on active player choice, games have an additional palette of social emotions at 

their disposal.13 

 

With video games players have more sensory details to form their 

perception of a role playing experience, but the emotional interaction with a 

player’s location and world still exists in the realm of fantasy. A Place to Be was 

initially formed in response to that idea that this is “all in your head;” and 

wanted to express the sublime subjectivity of reality.  

But “being” is not just all in our heads, as I have described, but it’s not just 

in the medium either. It is in our hands, feet, stomachs, genitals; the whole of our 

                                                        
13 Isbister, Katherine. “How Games Move Us.” Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 2013. 
Print. 
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primate bodies, private and public, with all of their limited affordances they give 

us in a world that our bodies evolved in response to for survival.  The “place” we 

are is always inside our own bodies, for other animals as well as humans. The 

experience of even another of your own kind, even another with the same sex, 

race, culture and similar upbringing will always be beyond you. As Waal pointed 

out is in the intro of his animal cognition book, knowing the whole quality of 

another's creature’s life is impossible. Thinking this way creates that existential 

sorrow of realizing you are a single grain of sand on a beach, doomed to 

obscurity no matter how big an impact you can make in your corner of beach, 

until a waves comes along and washes you away forever. But it is simultaneously 

a deep sense of gratitude that there was a beach to wash ashore on at all; a beach 

that in all of its unfathomable magnificence will continue to exist even after you 

are gone.  

 The word “sublime” most accurately sums up this (rather abstract) 

notion that A Place to Be chased for a long time with very mixed results. Yet it is 

not a coincidence that the medium of a digital game was chosen to explore the 

concept of “self as place.” Interactive digital experiences allow for an appealing 

illusion of escaping one’s own bodily, emotional, and even historical perspective.  

Camera Perspective in A Place to Be 

As has been argued, video games confuse the literal, emotional, and 

imaginative location of players, which is perfect for exploring perception and 
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empathy through a game like A Place to Be. With a video game, a developer can 

locate a player within another body almost instantly, tracing a link from the 

player's body to controller, the screen, and finally to the in-game camera that 

points to the player’s new “you.”  

In seeking to provide an immersive role playing game, the camera 

perspective in A Place to Be was heavily considered and tested. In some critiques 

first person was suggested over third as being the “natural” choice for a game 

focused on perspective, in others, the opposite opinion was asserted. It is true 

that the effects of changing scale are much more dramatic when the location of 

one’s “eyes” are moved up and down in space, which is enough to let players 

know that the shape of their body has changed dramatically.  

Yet one of the assumptions I am trying to fight against with A Place to Be 

is the anthropocentric idea that player characters are first assumed to be human 

(or at least humanoid). In order to make sure players did not assume the role of 

a human immediately in their heads, using third person and giving players 

another body to identify with the moment they begin ensures this misplaced 

player character identity will not occur. In A Place to Be, the creature that you 

are currently playing as should not be a mystery to be solved through gameplay: 

it should be as clear as possible that you are playing as a specific non-humanoid 

entity. Finally, the first person view references the first person shooter, 

classically one of the most violent types of digital game. Using the first person 

perspective in an experimental video games implies either an embrace, 
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questioning or focused rejection of that history; A Place to Be desires no such 

associations.   

Thus, it was decided that the game would be third person. Better yet, the 

camera was eventually changed from being a free rotating camera (like the one 

in Mario 64) to being a series of fixed cameras placed around the world, 

swapping camera views based on the location of the player character. The 

programmers took to calling these cameras the “resident evil” cameras, as they 

resembled the fixed cameras used to navigate small, cramped spaces in many 

early Resident Evil games.  

When implemented, the change to the game’s aesthetics was dramatic. 

While the cameras are not dynamic enough to avoid causing confusion in players 

when they enter from angles not anticipated by the developer who placed them, 

the cameras still improved the visual cohesion of the game immensely and made 

players feel more grounded in their player character. The characters now 

seemed fixed against a “flat” background once the rotating was removed, which 

allowed the illusion of the character’s figure actually existing against the ground 

to remain unbroken. This is difficult to illustrate here in a static format, but try to 

imagine the feeling of a sticker stuck to a camera lens versus a cutout drawing 

placed in a diorama. Both characters are fake, but the second one is actually 

there.  

It is perhaps fitting that a game about swapping bodies ended up 

involving “body hopping” into dozens of different cameras throughout. Yet the 
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impermanence of the cameras helped solidify the link between player and 

character. Without having to worry about moving the camera around as well as 

the character, more focus on the character could happen right away, and players 

felt less stress over orienting themselves in the world. This speed is important in 

a game that seeks accessibility and is over in around ten minutes for most 

players.   

While the current system is far from perfect, it has come a long way. 

Initially, the assumptions of the Unity engine about what type of camera should 

be used drove the choices made concerning it. Once my hard working 

programmers helped me break free of these assumptions, the game was elevated 

into something more effective.  

The Art of A Place to Be:  

Lessons from an artist-turned-developer  

 

Iconic Characters  

The visual design of A Place to Be is probably the most carefully 

considered and polished area of the entire package, and as such the visual 

choices made deserve a closer look. My training is that of a visual artist who 

works closely with digital tools, and this is my first time acting as a game 

developer with a team. The narrative of A Place to Be’s visuals reflect my goals 

and process better than any other element.  
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The work of Scott McCloud on how different forms of visual 

representation work had a direct effect on the choice to split the design of the 

characters and world into 2D and 3D. McCloud places representation on a 

triangular chart (see figure 16) that traces visual representation from realism to 

language to the pure picture plane. He argues that cartoons are iconic, and that 

“by de-emphasizing the appearance of the physical world in favor of the idea of 

form, the cartoon places itself in the realm of concepts” (McCloud, 41).  

By placing flat 2D, low resolution sprites against a 3D world, I sought to 

capture the same phenomenon of “masking” that McCloud identifies in styles 

such as Tintin comics, classic Disney animations and Japanese manga. McCloud 

asserts that by placing an iconic character in a more realistic world, viewers are 

given “one set of lines to see, another to set of lines to be” (see figure 17) 

(McCloud, 43). 

Most video games match the style of the character to the world, and this 

is true of realistic games and more cartoonish ones, as in Mario 64. Experiments 

into combining contrasting styles of character and world within video games are 

far and few inbetween, which is striking considering how this technique has 

been used effectively in 2D comics and animation for so long. Something like 

Proteus builds a 3D world out of 2D objects, and Minecraft transform the 

polygonal world into 3D pixels (voxels) for a dramatic effect, but these games are 

in first person. 
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Fig 16: McCloud’s diagram of representation. 

 

Figure 17: Scott McCloud illustrates “masking.” 
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In fact, 3D animated films, movies that have mostly eclipsed 2D 

animations in the theater since Toy Story exploded the animations industry, do 

not use this “masking” technique prominently if at all. 3D visuals are much, much 

easier to push into the uncanny valley14 because of their greater realism; 2D 

character designs should never be carelessly translated into 3D (see figures 18 – 

19). But, if we assume 3D visuals to be inherently more realistic and less iconic 

than 2D images because of their convincing simulations of our three dimensional 

world, then why haven’t more animators and designers explored the effect of 

character masking against realistic backgrounds?  

 

Figures 18 & 19: The unsettling results of translating a 2D design into a 3D one without much 
thought to the specific qualities of a medium. Left, protagonist Timmy Turner in his normal 2D 
form (Fairly OddParents, 2001) and the result of a crossover with a 3D show (Jimmy Neutron, 
2002). The 3D model in this example doesn’t even suffer from the application of “realistic” 
textures, but the use of “realistic” (a combination of hard and soft) shadows is enough to make 
Jimmy seem uncanny.  
 

                                                        
14 The “uncanny valley” was identified by robotics professor Masahiro Mori in 1970. It is an 
aesthetic principle that states that the more human yet not human something is (like a realistic 
robot) the more it tends to disturb people. Simplified cartoons are not realistic enough to be 
uncanny, but add more and more detail (or depth, as in 3D) and you can reach that uncanny 
valley.  
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Better yet, pixel art is almost excessively simplified and iconic. Instead of 

using the “mark,” or line, as the building block of all design as students of 

drawing and painting, the digital artist begins with the pixel. While the pixel can 

certainly simulate lines if you’ve got enough of them, the first video games were 

so limited by hardware that they had to use the pixel to form characters, 

backgrounds, and icons alike. The look of pixel art has become synonymous with 

the very concept of “video games.” As a result, pixel art has become very 

nostalgic, reminiscent of classic games from the 80’s.  

But is nostalgic appeal the only reason that so many modern games of 

various genres, such as Undertale (2015), Shovel Knight (2014), and Hyper Light 

Drifter (2016), have turned to the humble pixel to represent their game worlds? I 

would like to think that it is more than this, and that pixel art endures because 

low resolution, iconic characters foraged in pixels provide “a set of lines (pixels) 

to be.”  

Yet this is not to say that pixel characters are generic. I would not 

consider the effect of pixel art on player attachment to characters as equitable to 

the phenomenon of the “Brown-Haired White Guy” or “Mr.Normal” protagonists, 

as if video game protagonists need to be as “generic” as possible (only for a 

specific demographic) so players can safely project themselves into the role of a 

hero (Shaw-Williams). Pixel art can hit a sweet spot that allows players to 

project themselves into a role through imagination; it does not assume 
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relatability based on assumptions about a players gender, age, or race but 

instead uses the simplicity of the medium to connect.  

So in exploring this experimental visual design, I learned much about how 

to make this approach work. McCloud’s definition of “iconic” did work in the 

ways I first interpreted it. The first example is the look of the predator character, 

which underwent many more design changes than the prey character (see figure 

20).  

 

Figure 20: An image showing the exact pixel scale of the predator (original to left, final to right) 
and prey (final) characters. 

 

As you can see here, the design of this character evolved from a smaller, 

simpler animal into a larger and more complex one. It moved away from the 

iconic end of the scale into a more representative one, albeit in small increments. 

Why? Shouldn’t a simpler design invite more a more empathetic response? 

During playtests and in conversations with my advisors, I found this was not 

true. The relationship between ALL the characters in a scene has a profound 

effect on how they read, and abstracting a character's features doesn’t always 
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lead to stronger identification with it. 2D pixel art may completely avoid the 

uncanny issues of 3D characters, but it has its own problems; namely, that it can 

get so simplified it stops registering as an interesting character or even a 

character at all.  

In early versions of the game, playtesters always began as the bird and 

would become the wolf later. While the bird character tended to hit that sweet 

spot, eliciting connection through specific visual qualities (cute, large eyes, 

awkward legs, the amusing fact that it has a visible cloaca) the low resolution 

wolf did not prompt such strong responses. It was too simplified in comparison 

to the bird. Worse, the lower pixel count made the wolf seem smaller than the 

prey it was supposed to be larger than. I tried to cheat this by scaling the wolf up 

in relation to the world and prey in-game, even making the wolf almost as tall as 

many trees, but this failed. An immediate drop in player interest relating to their 

character still occurred. The wolf felt like a downgrade, despite having just as 

many animations as the bird. Indeed, it seems the wolf had crept up on McClouds 

scale, away from being iconic and moving closer to abstraction. The new wolf 

character obviously works better. The larger, more detailed visual actually 

prompted more visitors to the games installation to choose the station that 

started with the wolf as opposed to the bird, if both stations were open.  

As an aside, I will add a note about the ways in which I approached the 

gendering of my character designs. I deliberately obscured the apparent sex of 

my creatures because I do not want to talk explicitly about gender identity in 
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this game.  Gender signifiers are often used as part of the exaggeration of a 

characters design in cartoons, meaning the assumptions about a particular 

gender will guide readings of them. While gender signifiers are useful visual 

shorthand for describing a character, they can also be reductionist. For A Place to 

Be, all the characters are inherently non-binary. They can be gendered in any 

way, as a player desires. This makes them easier to project into (“I am a 

girl/boy/non-binary person, therefore so is my character” or “I think this wolf is 

male because I feel large fangs are a masculine trait”) because it does not exclude 

a player who doesn’t identify with the suggested gender of the character. As 

reproduction and romance are not present in the game, it is likely that the sex of 

a character will never come up. Gender is only as important as a player wants it 

to be. The primary factors that determine a character’s identity in this game are 

its biological abilities and cause of death. The limitations caused by ones 

biological sex, as another type of destiny, could absolutely be explored in a game 

like this. But A Place to Be sees gender as a surface level trait- no matter what 

gender a character is, it still moves about, eats, and dies. Perhaps I glossed over 

gender too much, but I did not want it to dominate the design of this project. It is 

not that I feel gender is an uninteresting or unworthy topic, it is simply outside 

the scope and conceptual goals of this game.  Therefore, the characters have no 

visible gender signifiers through visuals or mechanics.  

Beyond being a powerful lesson in consistency of design, working on 

character design for this project taught me that creating characters as emotional 
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anchor points in a world is a careful balancing act of providing interesting details 

but not going overboard with them. The character details provide hooks players 

can use to form their own impressions of that character. In a way, building 

characters visually is a kind of world building, and it’s smart to approach the 

resolution of your character with J.R.R. Tolkien's strategy of “distant mountains.”  

This means that Tolkien would give “names and brief descriptions” of “distant 

mountains” in his novels, in order to “make the world seem larger and richer 

than it is” (Schnell, 351). The same arbitrary details that contribute to the visual 

realism of a character design invoke the sense of “distant mountains” in that 

character's existence, but the more detail you add the closer you edge to the 

uncanny valley and confusing visuals. Too little detail and no one has reason to 

care.  

Distant Mountains  

Speaking of distant mountains, there a few literal distant mountains in 

the landscape of A Place to Be (see figure 21). The actual playable space in the 

game is much, much smaller than the design would lead one to believe. The 

world is a circle, referencing the gameplay loop as a literal “circle of life,” but the 

scale and distant mountains makes it feel much more organic. In game about 

existential dread, death with “sublime” as one of its primary adjectives, it was 

important that the world felt large. Originally the world WAS much larger, but 

most of the space ended up being wasted as players wandered, confused about 
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where to go. The actual size of the space was a poor measure of how players felt 

about the space. The circular form also separates the world into different spaces 

to match my goal of “character as place.” The bird travels away from grassland 

up into a forest, and the wolf travels down from the mountain forest and into an 

arid desert.  

Figure 21: Distant mountains. The player can never reach those peaks, but they expand 
the world anyway.  
 

The visual look of the world is inspired directly by colorful toon shaded 

games like Wind Waker and Firewatch, but with liberal use of gradients as in The 

Floor is Jelly (see figures 22 -24). I had built a more realistic forest in Unity before 

this, using high resolution photographs from a real forest near my home in My 

Waldeinsamkeit and Don’t go into the Woods. For A Place to Be I deliberately 

wanted to simplify it into a digital cartoon. I didn’t want to pretend that this 

world was anything more than totally fake, with the hopes that the contract 
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players enter into when they step into a games “magic circle”15 would protect my 

world from being dismissed for its fakeness. Scott McClouds suggests that 

realistic backgrounds work well with simple characters, but another, far more 

basic tenant of design overrides this: readability. As you can see in this example 

(see figures 25 - 26), the character is much more visible against the blue gradient  

of ocean than the dense grass and lumpy mountain on land. 

Figures 22 – 24: (left to right) The Legend of Zelda: The Wind Waker, Firewatch, and The Floor is 
Jelly.  

I discovered this when a playtester escaped my world and began running 

across the ocean; it is amazing what playtesting can teach about a visual design 

practice you once thought of as static. While I had cartoonified my realistic forest 

successfully, I was insecure about the world’s level of detail and so made many 

copies of my assets to make sure the world felt “alive.” The end result was 

useless, distracting clutter that made all of the hand authored animations vanish 

into the background. The visuals were so overwhelming that it interfered with a 

player’s connection to the character. In order for my characters to breathe, they 

needed room.  

                                                        
15 The term “magic circle” was created by Johan Huizinga in 1938. It proposes that games exist 
separate from the real world, with their own rules different from reality, within a “magic circle.”   
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Elements of this world started to really come together as I began to sculpt 

them not just for decoration, as if painting a landscape for myself, but as 

landmarks indicating the affordances and narrative intent of a location. The 

mushrooms that spawn to guide the prey to it’s doom are a good example of this. 

The only purple object in the world, these collectables glow to indicate that they 

are interactive, and resemble the other collectables enough in size and location 

that players know what to do with them. As a metaphor, mushrooms can 

represent decay and death, but are beautiful and mysterious as well. They have 

associations with other media like “Alice in Wonderland,” and invoke that sense 

of both dread and wonder that I wanted the forest to hold for the prey as it 

journeyed deeper into danger.  

 
Figure 25: The bird against a cluttered world.  
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Figure 26: The bird against a smooth, empty world.  

 

Essentially, what I had approached as a type of set design or sculpture 

transformed into bonafide level design. I realized that I could not make this 

world interesting if I did not consider how players would interact with it. As my 

studies of animal cognition took me into evolutionary psychology, I saw that in 

the context of evolution the “characters” adapt to the environment. But in game 

design, the opposite is true! Designers must build their worlds around what the 

characters can do. This makes approaching character as place make even more 

sense as a design tactic. Location constrains what a character can do, but the 

character and its goals, as defined by mechanics and conveyed by narrative, 

define the shape of the environment. Character… is place!  
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Death and the Cycles of life 

Death in the digital world  

 
A Place to Be was not about death to begin with. The project began to 

skirt death as a driving concept based on criticism that the game, as a simulation 

of perspective, had become emotionally tame and unchallenging. Robin Hunicke 

described this as the game losing its “edge” in comparison to my previous ones. 

When players could shapeshift freely without any mechanical or narrative 

consequences or challenges, players didn’t feel anything and lacked motivation 

to explore the world. For me, the prospect of playing a shapeshifting character 

was in itself a powerful intrinsic motivator, but I am not the sole audience of my 

game.  

The idea of an “inbetween” world to represent the moment of shifting 

was even prototyped (see figure 27). It elevated the idea of death as both a place 

and possible window into another world by placing a player who had gathered 

enough collectables into a kind of blank, foggy white “non space” that ended in a 

scene that replaced one creature with another. As I played around with the idea, 

I arrived at an interesting solution for how to approach the “moment of shifting,” 

and that was death AS the moment of shifting. The inbetween scenes were 

brought “down to earth” for clarity, presenting the moment of shifting like a 

scene from a nature documentary conveyed with cinematic drama. While this is 

much clearer to players, it can be argued that it flattens the moment of shifting 
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too much and is not worth the sacrifice of a playable event with player choice. 

Regardless, the advantages of the “down to earth” scene got them into the final 

build over the confusing inbetween.  

 
Figure 27: Working prototype of the in between.  

 
 

Many of the games I have worked on leading up to A Place to Be focused 

on experience of grief and dealing with the existential dread of one’s one 

eventually death. These includes games like Thanatos, Crossing and Don’t into the 

Woods. Drab color palettes and dark narratives accompanied these experiences, 

very unlike the open, colorful space of A Place to Be. Crossing, in particular, uses 

a non-humanoid player character to talk directly about death.  

Death in games is indeed almost always reversible in a literal sense. Press 

continue, reset the console, wipe your files and reinstall the game. That’s fine, as 

I want to embrace the loop instead of trying to sever it. I have always liked the 
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idea of media as a “safe space” to explore unpleasant or challenging topics that 

are hard to discuss in the real world. This is part of why games are so often 

associated married to “fun;” because games present themselves as lacking “real 

world” consequences: a playground for our fears and desires.  

Like dreams, it seems media can help us cope with anxieties and work 

through problems that may be plaguing us or prepare us for troubles yet to 

come. The space of “news games” most often utilize this “safe” quality of games 

to create work “meant to make people think” about difficult issues, and raise 

awareness. Mollindustria’s online titles tackling issues like war, racism, and the 

events of 9/11 are excellent examples of such games that promote activism and 

social change. But if we believe that “a game may provide the safest outlet 

available for exploring devastating problems and conflicts,” then making games 

about death and grieving is also a logical response (Murray, 249).  

But to videogames in general, what is death in a space that invites the 

reversal of in-game time so frequently? The horror franchise Resident Evil 

literally splashes the words “You are dead” on the screen in red when players 

fail, usually just after they watched the protagonist being eaten alive by zombies 

(see figure 28). Even in child friendly games like “Super Mario 64,” players tend 

to assume Mario has met his maker due to the visual and textual language used 

(see figure 29). “Lives” are represented as little Mario heads- a trend seen in 

many, many other games. Mario’s “lives” are spent as second chances while the 

player learns to navigate “deadly” obstacle courses. When Mario fails too many 
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times, his flustered face appears on screen over a repeating “game over” 

background. And of course the obstacles that use “living” metaphors, such the 

goombas and koopas of Marios world, are “killed” over and over without a 

second thought by players; after all, such enemies respawn the next time you 

load the level. The result is that the concept of death in games is simplified into a 

minor setback for most actors in a game world.  

      

Figures 28 & 29: Game over screens from Resident Evil 5 (Playstation 3, Xbox 360) and Mario 64 
(Nintendo 64). The “Continue?” and “Press Start” prompts remind players that death is not the 
end. 
 

But death isn’t always so simple in games. The successful Undertale was 

founded on the conceit that maybe the rampant murder of random creatures 

that stand in your hero’s way is, well, morally questionable at best. The idea of 

killing and being killed is so normalized in game spaces that Undertale grounds 

an entire game concept on challenging assumptions about death in games: 

namely, that looped game spaces render death inert (see figure 30).  Still others 

implement a “permanent death” mechanic, where players lose character(s) 

permanently (for that playthrough at least) if they let a character “die.”  
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Figure 30: A major villain in Undertale informing players of the (supposed) world order in their 
role playing game reality.  
 

ZombiU is interesting in this regard because if players die, they revive as 

another apocalypse survivor with a new identity and can retrieve the dead 

characters equipment; a creative of way allowing players to not lose progress 

but giving more weight to a player’s death. It is clear that some developers have 

thought about death as a mechanic that is more than just the message of “try 

again, and do it right this time.”  

Some games have even chosen to use death as a central theme, although 

are often considered “experimental” for their efforts. That Dragon, Cancer by 

Ryan Green and his small team is a game telling the real-life narrative of the 

developers dealing with a child’s terminal illness. The Graveyard by Tale of Tales 

games is almost like digital poetry, ruminating on death through the player 

character of an old woman whose only action is to wander through a black and 

white graveyard. Passage is a simple game about rushing through your abstract 

pixelated life, maybe finding love, and dying. These games do not overload 

players with complex, interlinked systems or twitch-based action. They consider, 

they dwell. I wanted to make a game like these that feels lighter, dealing with 

death as not only a reality one must face but also a concept. 
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Tragic Games 

 

But are games uniquely suited to talking about death in the same way 

that are great for linking player and character for emotional and empathetic 

effects? I would reply that they are not, but this doesn’t mean that games can’t, 

or shouldn’t, talk about death in surprising ways. Jesper Juul posits this: 

 

It is hard to create a tragic video game- tragedies are about events beyond our 

control that are then transformed into something more meaningful beyond the 

tragedy, but games are mostly about having power and overcoming challenges. 

A bad game is one in which the player dies without being able to prevent it. That 

is not to say it cannot be done, but just that there are some inherent problems in 

the game format that makes creating tragic games difficult.”16 

 

Juul also presents the challenge of the Anna Karenina game: who wants to 

play a game where “the goal is to commit suicide by throwing his or her 

character under a train?” (Juul, 161) Juul argues that games, as a medium, are ill-

suited for tragic stories. This is not something I can agree with entirely, as I 

provided many examples to the contrary already. But I feel I cannot rule Juul’s 

notions out as useless conjuncture.  

The same reasons I have cited for games being well-suited to connecting 

players to characters and eliciting empathy and embodiment support the notion 

                                                        
16 Juul, Jesper. “Half-Real.” Cambridge: Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 2005. Print. 
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that games about leading your character to their untimely doom are not fun to 

play. Even in a context that scoffs at the idea that all games need the magic sauce 

of “fun,” (precisely the academic context I am in right now) it is a problem if no 

one even wants to try your game because of how unpleasant it will make them 

feel. That Dragon, Cancer has certainly suffered from this problem- many people 

prefer to watch “Let’s Plays” on YouTube rather than buy and play it themselves, 

turning the game into an experience more akin to filmgoing than gaming. 

Perhaps That Dragon, Cancer succeeded too well at making a tragic video game, 

one that is emotionally exhausting to play and creates a desire for more distance 

from the sad story than a video game allows. A Place to Be avoids this issue with 

colorful graphics, vague title and game descriptions. I absolutely do not want 

players to be primed for a game about death when they go in.  

Discovering the cycle is the game’s biggest surprise, as A Place to Be 

characterizes death as a sudden, unexpected event. I lost a family member to an 

unexpected heart attack a few years ago, instead of something gradual like 

cancer. The game reflects my personal understanding of the phenomenon of 

death, where death comes suddenly with no tragic buildup. And when you are 

considering a narrative from many different perspectives, it obscures the tragic 

potential of an event. The impact of a creature’s death relies entirely on the 

player’s emotional attachment to the character they control, and the sudden 

swapping of characters creates emotional whiplash: the bird being devoured by 

the wolf is awful for the bird, but for the wolf it is simply a matter of survival. 
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Death itself isn’t personal, it is our attachments to others that generate tragic 

sensibility.  When players feel an empathetic connection to both prey and 

predator, it weakens the individual tragedy of both and allows a more even 

tempered perspective on the whole world.   

Yet Schnell concludes that the reason video games aren’t good for tragedy 

is that “the storyteller must give up inevitability” (269). This is different from 

Juul, who posits that you can force inevitability on players, but they won’t like it. 

Can a game be tragic if players aren’t yet aware of their character’s impending 

doom, as in A Place to Be? Can tragedy be a surprise? I have come to realize that I 

was never trying to make a truly tragic game. A story about death doesn’t 

necessitate tragedy, and I would argue that A Place to Be isn’t tragic in the 

theatrical sense. The game itself struggles to normalize and confront death as a 

part of life, not just lament it. In a sense, death and tragedy are approached here 

with an intellectual slant rather than an emotional one. Players are not given 

time to mourn their old character because the cycle continues immediately, and 

death is not cast as a villain but simply a mechanic; that’s “the circle of life.” 

Death is a force that moves the game along, and players are caught up in its cycle.  

Tragedy in traditional linear narratives romanticizes death by making 

viewers aware of a terrible event that they cannot stop. This definition of 

tragedy is predicated on viewing, not interacting. It is precisely a lack of control, 

a sense of helplessness, that makes tragedy work. Video games naturally 

facilitate control and a sense of power by giving players the ability to undo their 
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mistakes and overcome all obstacles. If only there were ways for video games to 

wrench control away from players, to make them stand by and watch as 

something terrible happens…  

Death in Cutscenes  

So what is one major way we can make death feel serious in games? 

Cutscenes. Cutscenes grab control from a player and force them to watch a bit of 

pre-scripted “movie,” usually illustrating something important about the 

narrative, plot, and events to come.  Cutscenes carry an emotional gravity for the 

narrative that the procedural narrative- the moment to moment gameplay- does 

not. Death still holds power within the cutscene. Nathan Drake, the hero of 

Uncharted 2, takes so many bullets in-game that he should resemble swiss 

cheese after about one skirmish. Yet in a cutscene he takes a single bullet and is 

declared mortally wounded. In Chrono Trigger, players fight an intentionally 

overpowered boss and lose… only for the hero to rise up in a scripted sequence 

immediately after, and die for REAL (he is not simply reduced to 0 health points, 

he is removed from the player’s party). The monster “killed” our hero in both 

cases, but the deaths are not equal. 

Cutscenes are “word of god” and are out of player’s control.  Players know 

the protagonists of these games have “died” dozens if not hundreds of times in 

the procedural portions of their games, but players accept the weight of 
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cutscenes even while they might balk at such ludo-narrative17 dissonance. This is 

why I choose to convey player “death” in cutscenes: it easily carries more 

emotional weight, and it places no responsibility on the player for a character's 

death (see figures 31 - 32). Isbister talks about how games can make players feel 

guilt, but it was important for me to convey the idea that it is not always 

productive to blame someone or something for death. I wanted to show my 

players the idea of survivor's guilt, not attempt to force them to live it through 

procedural means. When someone you love dies, it is natural to feel that there 

was some mistake you made that caused the death, that you are responsible- this 

response comes from a desire to take back control in an out-of-control moment. 

Death, to me, feels more like a cutscene than a series of choices.  

Cutscenes, because of the contrast they offer to the procedural world, 

offer a unique blend of frustration and tragedy. Perhaps this reveals the 

weakness of games, as sets of rules, to discuss tragedy. But in another sense it is 

a strength of a hybrid media that can effortlessly borrow from cinema and invite 

players to code switch their media vocabulary mid-game, and shows that “the 

complexity of games is far higher than the complexity of the rules” (Juules 191). 

                                                        
17 Ludo-narrative dissonance is a term coined by Clint Hocking in 2007. It suggests a conflict 
between what the rules of a game say is possible (ludo) and what happens in the game’s story 
(narrative). It is usually used as a negative criticism, and implies an interrupted suspension of 
disbelief for players.  
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Figures 31 - 32: Screenshots of the cutscenes in A Place to Be. As static images they do not look 
much different from regular gameplay, save for the cinematic framing and uncharacteristic close-
ups.  

Making morbid games to cope  

 

Creating media is also a way for creators to cope, as is certainly true of my 

aforementioned projects like Crossing. That Dragon, Cancer, was developed as 

the creators were still experiencing the tragic story they were turning into a 

game. An exert from the developers blog reveals how the developers grief 

transformed the game before it was released, by causing them to shift focus 

away from the “dragon” of their child’s cancer and towards the quality of the 

child’s individual life. 

The most important way in which the design has changed in the last year is how 
we’ve incorporated and encoded interaction with Joel into the experience.  We 
did not start out the design of our game with much animation. In the demo scene 
we showed last year, we didn’t represent Joel visually at all. That has changed 
drastically.  We have Joel dancing, and clapping, laughing, and playing in the 
park or playing catch with a dog. 
 

We started this project while Joel was still with us. Joel’s death this year made us 
realize that the details of what happened to Joel do not matter as much as just 
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being with Joel mattered, and we desire to reflect that truth in every scene of the 
game.18 
   

A Place to Be is not about the granular specifics of my own grief, or the 

details of a loved one who has died. But the game began to discuss my personal 

experience with grief as it has evolved, and tries to impart something that I failed 

to understand until it happened to me: that grieving is lifelong process. 

Sometimes you feel alright about death as a reality and a concept, and 

sometimes you do not. Grief, as both trauma from losing a loved one and part of 

existential dread, is not a series of steps; it is a cycle. It is no wonder, then, that 

linear narrative about death often feels insincere or incomplete. 

So I choose to use the three playable characters to impart three different 

ways in which I, personally, have thought about mortality throughout my life. 

The prey is curious and naive, living in the light and willing to give itself to the 

danger of danger of darkness, only half-aware of death and unafraid. The 

predator is anxious and self-conscious, well aware of death and afraid. The plant 

is in a state of acceptance and awareness, at peace with the concept of death. The 

cycle continues, trying to illustrate a struggle with the idea of death as part of 

our lived reality.  

Narratively, death sustains every creature’s life, but it does not become 

personal until the player’s creature dies. I wanted to elicit surprise by harnessing 

                                                        
18 Green, Ryan. “We've launched a Kickstarter, and we're coming to OUYA, PC & Mac via Steam 
Simultaneously!” thatdragoncancer.com, 12 Nov. 2014. 
thatdragoncancer.com/thatdragoncancer. Accessed 07 Mar 2017. 
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ludo-narrative dissonance through contrasting player’s expectations as signaled 

by mechanics and the language of video games with what occurs narratively. Juul 

declares that “when rules and fiction do not match perfectly it can still generate 

a positive effect, working as a way of playing with the player’s expectations, as a 

way of creating parody, and finally as way of foregrounding the game as a real-

world activity” (Juul, 163). By dutifully collecting the glowing objects and 

following a path, players feel a sense of accomplishment, expectation and 

progression: “classic” video game feelings.  

But the reward for their efforts is the death of their character, displayed 

in a visual sequence that isn’t exactly gory, but not terribly censored either. 

Mechanically, the player is performing well, but narratively, they are rewarded 

with what LOOKS like “game over.” It is actually the start of a new stage, of 

course. Death in A Place to Be is a gateway, not a notice of failure as in Super 

Mario 64 or Resident Evil. In practice, this works for some players and not others. 

Many abandoned the game before the cutscene could finish, assuming they had 

failed and ended the game! This also suggests that these players had no desire to 

try again, all in all a bad sign. Subverting common tropes is only effective if the 

punchline is reached, and the mixed responses to these cutscenes that suggested 

“game over” but actually indicated a success reveal how this technique is a thin 

line to walk. The cycles here do not speaking directly about reincarnation, 

although the topic could certainly come up. This game asserts that grief is not a 

series of stages with an end in “acceptance,” it is an emotional cycle that does not 
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allow acceptance to become a permanent state. The many perspectives offer 

players a privileged place where they can see how the deaths of these creatures 

are small yet important events. In the face of sublime oblivion, it is okay to 

release some of your pain and not dwell on the event of death itself for too long. 

Suffer and prosper in turn in the ways that nature allows. 

Previous Projects as Scaffolding  

A brief look at the games leading into A Place to Be 

 
The three games I developed in the year before I began A Place to Be are 

My Waldeinsamkeit, Crossing and Don’t into the Woods (see figures 33 – 35).  In 

studying the strategies I used and concepts I explored as I became a more 

experienced developer, there are many clear lines of inquiry that lead straight to 

A Place to Be. The first is the idea of a sublime forest where death is waiting, the 

next is the idea of shifting perspectives, and, finally, all of these games explore 

using the give and take of control to unbalance players and create a unique 

gaming experience. I sought games that both celebrated and lamented the 

inability to know the perspectives of other creatures, and simultaneously make 

spaces that reflect the disorientation of one’s self-centered reality when the 

ripples of death tear through it. A Place to Be is currently the strongest 

culmination of these ideas, but it’s production is based in the games before it.  
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                          Figure 33: The forest in My Waldeinsamkeit, 2016.  
 

 

Figure 34: Crossing, 2016. A game about death, cats, and illusion of choice.  

 

Figure 35: Don’t Go into the Woods, 2016. An interactive fiction/first person game about destiny, 
identity and belonging.  
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The first game I developed in my time as a graduate student was My 

Waldeinsamkeit, which bears some strong resemblances to A Place to Be in terms 

of its conceptual grounding and narrative space. This game also plays with 

perspective using three characters: a first person perspective, assumed to be 

“human,” and two 3rd person characters: a small 2D pixel cat, and a hulking 3D 

monster (see figures 36 - 37). It seems having a trinity of characters holds a 

certain appeal to me. The word Waldeinsamkeit is a German term meaning “the 

feeling of being alone in the woods,” and the game is meant to reference the 

tension of the forest, as a natural space away from society, being both beautiful 

and terrifying. The theming of “the sublime” is evident in this project. The forest 

itself was a huge focus, and I used high resolution photographs taken on hiking 

trails near my home to create a digital mimic of a real space. I struggled to make 

a “realistic” space with Unity and 3D modeling programs, believing that realism 

had a strong connection to immersion.  

  

Figures 36 - 37: The 2D cat and 3D monster share the same forest in My Waldeinsamkeit. 
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The different perspectives were intended to give players a lot of power 

over the space: the cat could generate foliage and sparkling effects, while the 

monster could trample and burn its surroundings. The “human” could only 

observe, and acted as “return” point for players when they swapped between cat 

and monster. The effort it took to implement all three characters became time 

consuming. In the end, all the characters can really do is wander around the 

forest. The game was meant to explore how identity changes the agency players 

have in a space, with the binary forces of creation and destruction making this 

very obvious. Swapping characters could happen at will with a key press. At this 

point, I had not considered gating the games content with the act of swapping 

itself. There was no narrative, only ideas, which resulted in a rather dreamy 

world. You can already see explorations of what it is to be human, and the 

consideration of other perspectives, at work here. I experimented by putting 

different filters on each camera, creating a unique mood based on the current 

character. I was working with character as place before I even identified my own 

technique! I was also exploring McCloud’s properties of ionic character design, 

deliberately choosing 3D for the destructive monster and 2D for the creative cat, 

on the principle that 3D characters are easier to make uncanny and 2D ones 

work better as relatable characters.  

During playtesting, a bug revealed something interesting about character 

interaction. When players swapped from the cat or monster to a random 

location as a human, the “body” of their old character remained where they left 
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it, even though it was meant to disappear. When players found out they could 

find their “other” form, sitting idle in the world, the dynamics of the game 

changed dramatically as players became focused on finding their other 

character. The content of the forest itself, a space I had spent so much time 

crafting, faded into the background. The most interesting quality of the space 

was the characters and the fact that they could observe each other, and the most 

dynamic interaction possible in the game resulted from a bug. It taught me that 

in order to make multiple characters compelling in a shared space, they needed 

to interact with each other directly, not simply observe the effects left behind. I 

also learned that the realism of a space appears is not the primary motivator for 

immersion; character and interactivity are much, much more important. There 

was no reason I couldn’t open myself up to more iconic environment design.  

 The next game I made was Crossing. Crossing repurposed the cat sprite 

from My Waldeinsamkeit and cast it as the only character in the game’s narrative. 

Crossing’s most interesting quality is the way in which it approaches player 

agency, or lack thereof. A game about the inescapability of death, it tells a sad 

story of roadkill (see figure 38). The game begins with the prompt “Which way 

should you go?” I was challenging the famous Will Wright quote (creator of many 

important simulator games like The Sims and Spore) that goes “A game is a series 

of interesting choices.” The idea that “player choice” separates good games from 

bad games is hugely prevalent in game designer rhetoric. Schnell quotes Michael 
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Mateas as he lays out the balance needed for the number of player choices 

versus the desires a player has: 

 
If Choices > Desires, then the player is overwhelmed  

If Choices < Desires, the player is frustrated  

If Choices = Desires, the player has a feeling of freedom and fulfillment19 

 
In Crossing, Choices ≠ Desires. There is one choice, and the player’s response 

does nothing. The assumption is that there is a right or wrong way to go at all, 

and this message tries to ensure that players buy into the uncertainty that they 

may be going the “wrong way.” The subversion of typical expectations from 

gamers tries to get people thinking about the level of actual agency they have in 

real life. Any suggestion of non-linearity or branching paths, often hailed as the 

biggest strength of games compared to traditional media, is thwarted; do 

narrative games need these qualities to be compelling? The question of which 

way to go is a rather sarcastic nod to the fact they we are all, cats and humans 

alike, headed for death in a single straight line. No matters how many forking 

paths we find along the way, the paths converge into the single event of death. 

Crossing used the idea of death as the great unifier before A Place to Be, although 

A Place to Be’s use of a loop over a linear path is less closed emotionally. 

Mechanically, the text boxes that pop up at scripted times in Crossing bear a 

                                                        
19 Schnell, Jesse. “The Art of Game Design.” Burlington, Massachusetts: Morgan Kaufmann 
Publishers, 2008. Print. 
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strong resemblance to the cutscenes in A Place to Be. A player must click through 

them, but they are not skippable- they take control away from the player for a 

moment before giving it back. 

 

Figure 38: The opening scene of Crossing does not directly inform players of their situation.  

Crossings main flaw, perhaps, was the fact that the protagonist begins the 

story already dead. The story of the character itself, a simple cat who became 

feral after losing his human home, lacks compelling drama. The game tries to be 

a procedural memento mori,20 but is missing the “distant mountain” details that 

make characters worth playing and worlds worth exploring. The text boxes that 

tell the story are disconnected from the environment. The character is not the 

place, the narrative and theme are. Turning the event of a soul crossing over into 

a series of gloomy environments (rainy road, tunnel, forest, blank oblivion) sets 

                                                        
20 “Memento Mori” is Latin for “remember that you will die.” It is a concept popular in art for a 
long time, and the classic example exists in painting: a rotting piece or fruit or animal skull, 
placed stealthily into an otherwise benign still life, acts a “memento mori.” 
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a dramatic stage, but that’s all it does. The character and place are separated 

again; a lonely ghost in an alien purgatory. 

 The game that came after Crossing, Don’t Go into The Woods, uses the 

interplay of text and control in similar but more complex ways. Don’t Go into The 

Woods also challenges players to find out what’s really going on the narrative, 

but it concerns itself with the true identity of the protagonist instead of the 

events as they unfold. The sublime theme of the woods continues, as the woods 

are site of transformation, both tantalizing and terrifying. Don’t Go into The 

Woods is about the tragedy of an individual born into human society but 

destined for the woods, a creature both human and animal. The game was 

developed as a response to research into interactive fiction games and an 

interest in werewolf lore. Playing purely text adventure games, like the classic 

Adventure, was, to me, painfully boring, frustrating, and begged for some visuals 

and audio to accompany the textual story that unfolds. To solve this, I created 

game where players swap from a pure text adventure to first person portions 

where players can, for a set amount of time, wander through locations that 

match the events of the narrative (see figures 39 – 40). The level of control and 

interactivity a player has fluctuates as the text and first person segments swap, 

and the result is a game that is excellent at raising tension. The quality of the first 

person segments also expands as the story progresses, with players getting 

faster and faster and exploring more and more of the forest until the sudden end 

of their story… perspective shifts with each stage, representing the advancement 
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of a typical hero's journey along with the literal transformation of the 

protagonist. The character fulfills their destiny, but because this destiny is 

misunderstood and frightening to society, the story ends in tragedy and not 

triumph. Don’t Go into The Woods exists in an odd space between interactive 

fiction, a first person “walking simulator,” and cinema. Like A Place to Be, it relies 

on the media code switching skills of players to work. It is sublime, pulling 

players in before pushing them out, and pulling them back in again. But while the 

crux of this game is the mystery of the player’s monstrous identity, A Place to Be 

is forthcoming about the player’s identity and role in the world. However, when 

death strikes in both games, it does so suddenly and without mercy. 

 

Figures 39 - 40: The textual and visual/interactive spaces of Don’t Go into the Woods.  

A Place to Be marks my return to the forest of My Waldeinsamkeit armed 

with a new set of tools to explore the concepts of perspective and death in video 

games. I brought with me a challenge to the sanctity of choices, choosing to 

remove player choice in meaningful ways instead of giving players meaningful 

choices. I also had a much more developed idea of character design in interactive 

experiences, and was still in the process of identifying the technique of situating 
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character as place. Visually, all three of the aforementioned games linger in A 

Place to Be; the pixel characters are an improved version of Crossing’s simple cat, 

and the environment is a ‘tooned version of the more realistic forest used in My 

Waldeinsamkeit and Don’t Go into Woods. Text, while important in Crossing and 

Don’t Go into the Woods, was eliminated on the principle that written language is 

too human to fit into a wordless, wild world. Working alone on these games, the 

concepts and concerns for A Place to Be had time to congeal into a more unified 

game concept.  

Conclusion  

Working on A Place to Be taught me countless lessons about my chosen 

medium. The development process showed me ways that games can express 

complex emotions and concepts through a combination of hard work and 

academic inquiry. Seeing the final product in action, finally in the hands of a 

more general public, I believe that I have at least crafted a mildly compelling 

experience with this digital game (see figure 41 - 42). Players could navigate the 

environment easily, and most of them could explore the entire gameplay loop in 

a short period of time. Immediate connections with the non-humanoid 

characters were apparent, and people experienced surprise at the cutscenes that 

shifted them into a new character. I’m not sure if the game sparked any complex 

conversations about perspective and death, and the game isn’t as polished as it 
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could be, but it is my sincere hope that A Place to Be offers an experience that 

players will remember.  

Making a game that is both accessible and provocative was my goal. I 

want to use games to make people feel something genuine, and challenge their 

assumptions about not only the medium, but about who they are and what kind 

of world they exist in. As I have explained, I want to avoid being didactic or 

dogmatic and offer a clear path but no particular destination. If people find this 

game to be fun and think its art, then more power to them. My ultimate 

disappointment lies in disinterest and confusion, and for the most part I seemed 

to have avoided that. A Place to Be is an experiment that explores the limits of 

our own sense of self, and how to make death in games feel complex and 

compelling. This experiment will hopefully lead into many others, and may those 

build on the successes and failure of A Place to Be into even more provocative 

territory. I will leave this thesis with a note from Janet Murray, who asserts that 

“it does not matter” what we call new forms of media like experimental digital 

games, but that “the important thing is that we keep making them” (10).  
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Figure 41: The installation of A Place to Be at the Digital Arts New Research Center, University of 
California Santa Cruz.  
 

 

Figure 42: The installation of A Place to Be at the Digital Arts New Research Center, University of 
California Santa Cruz.  
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